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Abstract
Standard Model extensions often predict low-mass and very weakly interacting
particles, such as the axion. A number of small-scale experiments at the inten-
sity/precision frontier are actively searching for these elusive particles, complement-
ing searches for physics beyond the Standard Model at colliders. Whilst a next
generation of experiments will give access to a huge unexplored parameter space,
a discovery would have a tremendous impact on our understanding of fundamental
physics.
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1 The low-energy frontier of particle physics
The discovery of a Higgs boson at the LHC is an important step in the incredibly successful quest
for discovering the constituents of the Standard Model of particle physics (SM). Yet, the SM
is not a complete and fundamental theory since it does not explain the origin of Dark Matter
and Dark Energy nor does it include gravity (see Fig. 1). Furthermore it does not provide
satisfactory explanations for the values of its many parameters. It is therefore more timely than
ever to look for physics beyond the SM. In this note we point out the importance of exploring
the domain of very lightweight and very weakly coupling particles and discuss the current and
future experimental opportunities to do so. Indeed, Weakly Interacting Slim (light) Particles
(WISPs) are a feature of many well motivated theoretical models of fundamental physics. One
prime example is the axion, a consequence of the Peccei-Quinn solution to the otherwise not
explained problem of combined charge and parity conservation in quantum chromodynamics.
Moreover, ultraviolet field or string theory embeddings of the SM often include hidden sectors
of particles with extremely weak interactions with ordinary matter. The feeble strength of these
interactions typically results from underlying new dynamics at energy scales much larger than
the electroweak scale. Thereby, probing these very weak interactions provides a new window to
explore these high-energy scales and will give us crucial clues towards the understanding of the
underlying structure of fundamental physics.
At the same time (very) weak interactions seem to be a feature exhibited by the two most
abundant yet also most mysterious substances in the universe, Dark Matter and Dark Energy.
Indeed axions and other WISPs are well-motivated Dark Matter candidates and could even open
up a door to the understanding of Dark Energy. Further motivation arises from anomalous white
dwarf cooling and the propagation of very-high-energy gamma-rays in the intergalactic space.
Experimental searches for WISPs require different approaches to those usually employed
in particle physics. In particular, the very weak interactions involved demand experiments at
the precision/intensity frontier. At low energies, intense lasers, strong magnetic fields, radio
frequency technology as well as other techniques allow us to explore couplings many orders
of magnitude smaller than those probed in collider experiments. Often, the techniques rely
on coherence effects boosting experimental sensitivities. A significant community has grown
over the last 10 years and several experiments have already demonstrated the power of these
approaches in relatively modest setups. Compared to collider experiments, this is still a very
young field. Existing experiments can still be scaled-up to achieve sensitivity gains of many
orders of magnitude and new experimental ideas arise very frequently with the potential of
complementing existing schemes.
2 Theory motivations for axions and other WISPs
2.1 The strong CP problem and the QCD axion
The combination of charge conjugation (C) and parity (P), CP, is violated in the weak interac-
tions but it appears to be conserved in the electromagnetic and strong interactions. The latter
constitutes a theoretical puzzle since the most general vacuum of quantum chromodynamics
violates CP and, on top of that, the magnitude of this violation receives a contribution from
the electroweak sector of the SM—which is well known to violate CP as well. From the ex-
perimental point of view, CP violation in quantum chromodynamics would manifest itself, e.g.,
in an electric dipole moment of the neutron. The absence of any experimental evidence for an
electric dipole moment of the neutron at the very strict level of 2.6 × 10−26 e cm is in strong
contradiction to the natural size of electric dipole moments expected from first principles which
is at the 10−16 e cm level. Thus the experimental limit is at least ten orders of magnitude below
the expected value.
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Fig. 1: 95% of the universe are made of two mysterious substances, dark matter and dark energy that cannot
be explained in the Standard Model. By their very names it is clear that these things are somehow hidden from
our view. New particles could hide by being very massive or by having extremely feeble interactions. It is clear
that we need to look in all possible directions. In our quest for new physics high energy and low energy/high
precision experiments nicely complement each other and together hopefully answer our questions to Nature.
c©www. daumier-register.org
Instead of relying on an accidental fine tuning of the CP violation parameters in QCD and
weak interactions to explain this phenomenon, Peccei and Quinn pointed out [1] in 1977 that
the existence of a new symmetry, spontaneously broken at a high energy scale, denoted by
fa in the following, would automatically solve the strong CP problem if it is violated by the
color anomaly. The axion is a new pseudo-scalar particle that arises as the pseudo-Nambu-
Goldstone boson of this spontaneously broken symmetry [2]. Discovering the axion is thus the
way of assessing whether the Peccei Quinn mechanism is realized in nature. For most of the
experimental searches, the key axion parameters are the mass ma and the anomalous coupling
to two photons gaγ . A summary of axion searches based on these two parameters is presented
in Fig. 2. In this broad parameter space, axion models lie in a diagonal band (the “axion band”)˙
because the mass and couplings are inversely proportional to fa (which is unknown) and thus
directly proportional to each other. This relation holds up to factors of order 1, because different
realizations of the Peccei Quinn mechanism lead to slightly different values of gaγ .
Originally, it was assumed that fa is close to the weak scale ∼ 246 GeV but collider ex-
periments quickly excluded this possibility, restricting fa to be larger than about 105 GeV.
Therefore, the axion must have very small mass, typically sub-eV, and feeble interactions. The
axion is therefore a prototype example of a situation where underlying new physics at an ex-
tremely high energy scale leads to a new particle that can be probed in high precision low-energy
experiments.
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Fig. 2: Parameter space for axions and axion-like particles (see the text for explanations). Colored regions
are: experimentally excluded regions (dark green), constraints from astronomical observations (gray) or from
astrophysical or cosmological arguments (blue), hints for axions and axion-like particles from astrophysics (red),
and sensitivity of planned experiments (light green). Figure adapted and updated from [3].
2.2 WISPs in extensions of the Standard Model
The case of the axion can be generalized to generic (pseudo-)scalars coupled to two photons,
so-called axion-like particles (ALPs). The relation between the mass and couplings of the axion
is only intrinsic to the color anomaly of the Peccei Quinn symmetry, and thus generic ALPs can
show up in all the parameter space of Fig. 2.
Like the axion, ALPs can be realized as pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons of symmetries
broken at very high energies. Further motivation for their existence comes from string theory.
One finds that these theories predict in general a rich spectrum of light (pseudo-)scalars with
weak couplings. In particular, the compactification of type IIB string theory, where moduli-
stabilization giving rise to ALPs is well understood, can provide the axion plus many ALPs.
Of particular interest are so-called intermediate string scales Ms ∼ 1010−11 GeV, as these can
contribute to the natural explanation of several hierarchy problems in the SM. In these theories,
ALPs generically exhibit a coupling to photons which lies in a range that is well accessible to
some near-future WISP searches, see Fig. 2.
Hidden sectors, i.e., particles with feeble interactions with ordinary matter, are a generic
feature of field and string theory completions of the SM. For example, a “hidden sector” is
commonly employed for supersymmetry breaking. Hidden photons (HPs), i.e., gauge bosons
of an extra U(1) gauge group, are natural ingredients of these hidden sectors. Often, these
hidden sectors interact with SM particles only through very heavy particles mediating between
both sectors. They thus provide effective couplings – kinetic mixing between photons and HPs
– which makes them accessible to experimental searches, see [4] and references therein. In
particular, if HPs have a non-zero rest-mass, kinetic mixing behaves as mass mixing and thus
photon ↔ HP oscillations occur (in analogy to oscillations among different neutrino flavors).
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Fig. 3: Parameter space for hidden photons (HPs). The grey region indicates the parameter space already
excluded by different experiments, see [4] for details. The reddish area in the bottom indicated the region
in which HPs could constitute Cold Dark Matter. Various shades of green correspond to parameter regions
accessible by planned and proposed experiments.
This leads to the disappearance and regeneration of photons as they propagate in vacuum. See
Fig. 3 for an overview of the HP parameter space, kinetic mixing vs. HP mass. Moreover,
the hidden sector naturally can also contain matter with fractional electric charge, often called
minicharged particles (MCPs). Most prominently, they can emerge in theories which contain a
hidden photon. MCP searches provide an alternative observational window to the hidden sector
and in particular can provide insight if the hidden photon turns out to be massless and thus
not directly traceable.
Modifications of gravity proposed to explain the accelerated expansion of the universe often
contain new scalar fields. If coupled to matter, they can very easily run into conflict with con-
straints on new long-range forces. A certain class of these fields evades these bounds, e.g., by
having either masses or couplings (or both) which depend on the ambient matter density. Never-
theless, their existence can still be probed in precision low-energy experiments and astrophysics.
A recent comprehensive review on WISPs and their detection can be found in [5, 6].
3 Axions and WISPs in astrophysics and cosmology
3.1 Dark matter
Progress made in the last decade of cosmological observations has allowed us to establish a stan-
dard cosmological model. From the point of view of fundamental physics, its most remarkable
feature is the need for at least two new “substances” not accounted for by the SM of particle
physics: Dark Energy and Dark Matter (DM). The former can be parametrized by a cosmolog-
ical constant or some dynamical field and the latter by non-relativistic particles of new species
which interact feebly with SM particles and among themselves.
The particle interpretation of DM requires new fields beyond the SM. A popular example is
the “weakly interacting massive particle” (WIMP) typically appearing in supersymmetric exten-
sions of the SM. The prospects of exploring the electroweak scale with the Large Hadron Collider
has understandably focused the DM searches on the WIMP paradigm in the last years, and the
experimental community has devoted comparatively little effort to explore other possibilities.
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However, since the early 1980s axions are known to be very well motivated candidates for
DM, see [7] for a review. Axion cold DM is produced non-thermally in the early universe by
the vacuum-realignment mechanism and the decay of topological defects: axion strings and
domain walls. With the axion mass being so small, the phase-space density of cold DM axions
is huge and it is indeed conceivable that they might form a Bose-Einstein condensate. This
would produce peculiar structures in DM galactic halos.
Axions are not the only WISPs allowing for a solution to the Dark Matter question. The
non-thermal production mechanisms attributed to axions are indeed generic to bosonic WISPs
such as ALPs and HPs. A wide range of WISP parameter space can generically contain models
with adequate DM density. Finally, it is noteworthy that axions and other WISPs are also
produced thermally, i.e. in collisions of SM particles, thus contributing to some extent to either
dark radiation or hot Dark Matter.
As the Large Hadron Collider at CERN has not yet observed any hint of supersymmetry,
and after a decade of enormous progress in WIMP direct detection (more than 3 orders of
magnitude improvement in sensitivity in the WIMP-nucleon coupling cross-section) without
a clear positive signal, the axion DM hypothesis stands out as increasingly interesting, and
deserves serious attention. As reviewed in [6], cosmological implications of the axion are well
founded and represent a powerful motivation for experimental searches.
3.2 Dark energy
The biggest puzzle in cosmology is Dark Energy, accounting for ∼ 70% of the total energy
density of the universe. Dynamical incarnations of Dark Energy are naturally related to the
existence of very light and weakly interacting particles. While there are hardly any prospects to
investigate Dark Energy directly in the laboratory, WISP searches could identify Dark Energy
candidates. One such model, chameleon Dark Energy [8], is a canonical matter-coupled scalar
field whose self-interaction implies a density-dependent effective mass. Thus, even in seemingly
low-density environments such as the solar atmosphere or even the solar system, chameleons
can gain a large effective mass that suppresses the chameleon-mediated fifth force between
macroscopic bodies on observable length scales. Residual fifth forces, as well as particles of the
chameleon field, may still be accessible to experiments.
3.3 Hints for WISPs from astrophysics
A major astroparticle puzzle that has gained much attention over the past years is the ob-
servation of distant very high energetic gamma-ray sources with energies above O(100)GeV.
Even if no absorbing matter blocks the way, gamma-ray absorption is to be expected as the
gamma rays deplete through electron-positron pair production when interacting with extra-
galactic background light. However, the observed energy spectra seem to lack the expected
absorption features. Axion-like particles can provide a resolution to this puzzle. Here, the
anomalous transparency can be explained if photons convert into ALPs, travel unimpeded a
fraction of the distance to us, and then reappear close to the solar neighborhood. Efficient
photon-ALP conversions can happen in large scale astrophysical magnetic fields. The required
range of masses and couplings is labeled “transparency hint" in Fig. 2. A second longstand-
ing puzzle is the anomalously large cooling rate of white dwarfs suggested by the most recent
studies of the white dwarf luminosity function and the decrease of the pulsation period of the
ZZ-Ceti G117-B15A. The observed excess can be attributed to axions with fa ∼ 108−9 GeV if
they couple to electrons. In a generic case the axion (or ALP) will also have a photon coupling.
In Fig. 2, we have encircled in red the corresponding target region, labeled “white dwarf (WD)
cooling hint”, see [6, 3] for references. The existence of WISPs could manifest itself also in other
dedicated astrophysical studies like spectral features related to strong magnetic fields. Such
effects might deserve more attention in future.
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4 Experimental searches
Direct experimental searches for WISPs require a WISP source that can be astrophysical, cos-
mological or purely laboratory-based [9, 5]. Depending on the WISP under consideration, some
sources are more relevant than others, although in general complementary studies are desirable.
For axions, ALPs and HPs with masses above few meV, the sun and, for HPs, the early universe
are the most copious sources to consider. Helioscopes use the sun as a WISP source while
haloscopes could detect Dark Matter composed of WISPs. Using stellar interiors and the early
universe as WISP sources requires trust in our ability to model these extreme environments. It
is therefore subject to astrophysical or cosmological uncertainties. Turning this argument inside
out, the discovery of a WISP could open up a window to study these extreme environments
(as an example, WISPs could open up a new window in addition to neutrino physics and helio-
seismology to understand the interior of the sun). Needless to say, it is certainly advantageous
to have complete control over the WISP source in a manner analogous to collider experiments.
While at the moment experiments using astrophysical and cosmological sources are often more
sensitive, it is likely that in the future new techniques will make laboratory searches compet-
itive or even superior in a variety of searches. Indeed low mass HPs, chameleons, galileons
and certain classes of ALPs benefit from controlled vacuum conditions and they can be more
easily produced in the laboratory, in particular by using intense laser fields. Only laboratory
experiments allow to measure the coupling strength of WISPs to photons for example, while
helio- and haloscopes are sensitive to the product of flux and coupling strength only.
4.1 Helioscopes
Helioscopes [10] are designed to attempt the observation of the flux of WISPs generated in the
sun and propagating to earth. Different WISPs could be produced in the sun. In principle,
the flux of WISPs from the sun could reach up to 10% of the solar photon luminosity without
the need for modifying current solar models. Note that for several WISPs, experiments have
already constrained this possibility.
The first axion helioscope search was carried out at Brookhaven National Lab in 1992 with a
stationary dipole magnet. A second-generation experiment, the Tokyo axion helioscope (SUM-
ICO), uses a more powerful magnet and dynamic tracking of the sun. SUMICO has also
performed searches for solar HPs. For such searches, that do not rely on a magnetic field, a
dedicated Helioscope SHIPS (solar hidden photon search) experiment exists in Hamburg. A
third-generation experiment, the CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST), began data collection
in 2003. It employs an LHC dipole test magnet with an elaborate elevation and azimuth drive
to track the sun. CAST is also the first helioscope to use an X-ray optics to focus the photon
signal as well as to apply some low background techniques from underground physics. Each
generation of axion helioscope has achieved a six-fold improvement in sensitivity to the axion
coupling constant over its predecessors, see Fig. 2.
In addition to helioscopes, solar ALPs can be efficiently converted into photons in the
high purity low background crystals used in some Dark Matter experiments or in searches for
neutrino-less double-beta decay. SOLAX, COSME, DAMA, CDMS and Borexino have already
presented exclusion limits, which however are less stringent than CAST at low masses. Larger
and more sensitive detectors like GERDA and CUORE are planning to improve over previous
results.
To date, all axion helioscopes have recycled magnets built for other purposes. A significantly
improved sensitivity is to be expected from a custom-built magnet as with the proposed fourth-
generation axion helioscope dubbed the International Axion Observatory (IAXO). Beyond solar
axions, IAXO has other potential physics cases. IAXO can be conceived as a unique generic
facility for axion/WISP research. By the operation of microwave cavities inside IAXO’s magnet,
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IAXO could simultaneously search for solar and Dark Matter axions (see below). IAXO could
also test whether solar processes can create HPs, chameleons and other WISPs.
4.2 Haloscopes
Haloscope searches [10], originally proposed in the context of axion dark matter, are based on
using the possible abundance of Dark Matter composed of WISPs all around us and to exploit
their coupling to ordinary photons which can then be detected. As the DM particles are very
cold, their energy is dominated by their mass. Hence, in contrast to photons from solar WISPs,
photons from DMWISPs can be considered as monochromatic. Therefore the conversion of such
WISPs into photons can be made more efficient by employing a resonator having peak response
at a frequency corresponding to the energy of the produced photons, which is in turn equal to
the energy of the incoming WISPs. The state of the art haloscope is the axion Dark Matter
search (ADMX) which uses a cryogenically cooled high-Q tunable microwave cavity immersed
in an 8 T magnetic field. An additional project, ADMX-HF, aiming at extending the range to
higher frequencies has been recently approved at Yale University. Their current sensitivity and
future reach are depicted in Fig. 2.
In addition to these experiments, further setups and ideas are being pursued to enhance the
mass reach. The Yale Microwave Cavity Experiment YMCE is a pioneer DM experiment at
DM masses never explored before, but its planned sensitivity is for the moment not sufficient to
reach the axion band (see Fig. 2). Also at DESY resonators and strong magnets are available
to complement the mass reach of ADMX. Preperatory studies “WISPDMX” in this direction
have started. In addition it has been pointed out that ALP and HP cold Dark Matter would
excite antennas with a very narrow frequency signal that can be measured. Recently it has
been suggested to use the fact that Dark Matter causes a time-varying neutron electric dipole
moment. Experiments based on atom interferometry and storage ring electric dipole moments
which are currently under consideration could be much more sensitive to oscillating electric
dipole moments than to static ones.
4.3 Light shining through a wall
For light shining through a wall experiments (LSW), the working principle is as follows: LSW
is possible if incoming laser photons are converted into some kind of WISP in front of a wall
and reconverted into photons behind that wall (see [11] for a review). For some of these new
particles like ALPs, the photon-to-WISP conversion processes (and vice versa) are induced
by strong magnetic fields. Current LSW experiments are not yet as sensitive as helio- and
haloscopes, but offer full control over the WISP production and do not rely on astrophysical or
cosmological assumptions. In addition, polarimetric measurements in magnetic fields, although
typically less sensitive to new physics than LSW, can perform unprecedented precision tests of
QED as well as having some sensitivity to a range of WISPs.
Light shining through a wall experiments have been successfully performed by a number of
collaborations at Toulouse (BMV), CERN (OSQAR and microwave cavities), Fermilab (Gam-
meV), Jefferson Lab (LIPPS), and DESY Hamburg (ALPS-I). Future upgrades, such as ALPS-II
and REAPR are laid out to surpass current helioscope sensitivities. LSW can also be done with
“light” in the microwave regime and first experiments in this direction have been performed.
5 Rewards of the low-energy frontier
Low-energy experiments enable us to explore for new particles in a complementary way to
accelerator based experiments. Whereas the latter allow us to look for new particles with high
masses and moderate to large couplings, the former are particularly sensitive to particles with
very small couplings and small masses.
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As we have seen there are many convincing motivations for new light particles. They arise
naturally in many extensions of the SM and they also allow for explanations of observations that
are not accounted for within the SM (important examples being the absence of CP violation in
the strong interactions and the nature of Dark Matter).
The present experimental work searching for particle candidates from the dark sector of the
universe is by its very nature highly interdisciplinary, bringing together experts from various
fields in physics. The cross-fertilization between accelerator and particle detector technologies,
lasers, quantum measurement science, nanotechnology, etc., demonstrates the interdisciplinarity
at its best, and new experimental ideas are suggested and implemented increasingly often.
To conclude: although significant challenges remain, the rewards of exploring the low-energy
frontier of particle physics could be enormous. Looking through the low-energy window may
reveal fundamental insights on the underlying structure of nature and shed light on such im-
portant mysteries as the origin of Dark Matter and Dark Energy.
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